
“FIVE Ws” is the first part of a cycle of events by the project we called &nd.
The stated objective is to create a mobile platoform, aimed at the promotion of young artists, propo-
sing a comparison between heterogeneous reality in public and privat areas.
 The choice of concept was born from the desire to formalize our same project following the cognitive 
rule of the “Five Ws”:  Who ?, What ?, When ?, Where ?, Why ?, focusing the critical points that a 
research involves and analyzing them individually.
In contrast to the web phenomenon of the spoiler, the answers to the five questions will not simply 
antcipate but it  will be revealed to each of the five exhibitions we propose.

The artists chosen for this event reflected and evoke through their works the “comedies’ humaine”. 
They provide a critical interpretation of the contradictions of everyday life and its various realities 
within domestic walls.
Artists understood the house both as a place where we consume the family and identity dyna-
mics of the elapse of time in a first-person key, through the alternation of generations, both as 
illusory haven from the city chaos and economic relations between people. It becomes one syn-
thesized block and at the same time decomposed into a chain reaction of political and existential 
meanings, which welcomes the changes of our present.
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// ARTIST BIO 

- Antonio Maestà: (Born in Castellamare di Stabia 1986, lives and works in Naples).
recent exhibitions  - Napoli Film Festival (2016, Naples), Urbanconflictus, casina pompeiana (2016, 
Naples), Premio Nazionale delle Arti, Accademia Albertina di belle arti (2013, Turin).

- Marta Orlando: (Born in Caserta 1980, lives and works in Berlin).
recent exhibitions  - PPP Pane per Poveri, (2015,Venice), “To tell fortunes by cotton mouth” with Ivan 
Murzin, (2015 ,Frankfurt am Main), “Se il dubbio nello spazio è dello spazio” museo macro (2014, 
Rome).

- Vittoria Piscitelli: (Born in Naples 1988, where she lives and works).
recent exhibitions - Abat-Jour, galleria arti decorative(2015, Naples), Osmos, museo del sottosuolo 
(2015, Naples), Affiches, festival o’curt (2014,  Naples).

- Anna Sobczak: (Born in Gdansk 1983, lives and works between Naples and Freiburg).
recent exhibitions - Viaggio in Cromaland, Slash Gallery (2016, Naples), Art for Equality, Batumi Free-
Space (2016, Georgia), Passaggio a Sud-Est, Palazzo Fruscione (2015, Salerno)

// SPECIAL THANKS

&nd project wishes to thank Ms. Paola Scardino for her warm hospitality and helpfulness.

// &nd project is curated by Federica Romano, Fabrizio Monsellato, Nicola Piscopo e Salvatore Ricci.
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